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RECONSTRUCTION OF SINGULARITIES ON ORBIFOLD DEL PEZZO SURFACES FROM
THEIR HILBERT SERIES
BENWORMLEIGHTON
Abstract. TheHilbert series of a polarised algebraic variety pX, Dq is a powerful invariant that, while it captures
some features of the geometry of pX, Dq precisely, often cannot recover much information about its singular
locus. This work explores the extent to which the Hilbert series of an orbifold del Pezzo surface fails to pin
down its singular locus, which provides nonexistence results describing when there are no orbifold del Pezzo
surfaces with a given Hilbert series, supplies bounds on the number of singularities on such surfaces, and has
applications to the combinatorics of lattice polytopes in the toric case.
1. Introduction
A fundamental invariant of a polarised algebraic variety pX, Dq - that is, a pair consisting of a projective
variety X and an ample divisor D on X - is its Hilbert series
HilbpX,Dqptq :“
ÿ
dě0
h0pdDqtd
The Hilbert series is well-known to depend on the embedding supplied by D. Suppose that X is a Fano
variety, so that its anticanonical divisor ´KX “ ^
dimpXqTX is ample. We will always consider Fano
varieties to be polarised by their anticanonical divisor and denote
HilbXptq :“ HilbpX,´KXqptq
Abasic question one can pose is howmuch information about X one can recover fromHilbXptq. For exam-
ple, the dimension and degree of X are readable from the Hilbert polynomial hXpdq “ h
0pdDq of X, which
can be recovered from its Hilbert series, whereas much information about the singular locus of X cannot
be recovered. For example, in this setting the Hilbert series is invariant underQ-Gorenstein deformations.
This work focuses on del Pezzo surfaces - two dimensional Fano varieties - with a restricted class of iso-
lated singularities and askswhat informationabout the singularities ofX canbedetermined fromHilbXptq.
The singularities of interest here are isolated cyclic quotient surface singularities, which are given locally
by quotients of A2 by cyclic groups. Let µr denote the group of rth roots of unity generated by a primitive
rth root of unity ε. Write 1r pa, bq for the affine singularity
A
2{µr :“ Spec krx , ys
µr where ε ¨ px , yq “ pεa x , εb yq
This singularity is isolated at the origin if and only if hcfpr, aq “ hcfpr, bq “ 1. Due to the ambiguity of
choice of primitive root of unity, one may as well assume that such a singularity is of the form 1r p1, aq. This
still doesn’t produce a unique representation of the singularity: if aa ” 1mod r then 1r p1, aq is isomorphic
to 1r p1, aq by the change of primitive root given by ε ÞÑ ε
a .
A del Pezzo surface with only finitely many singularities all of which are isolated quotient cyclic
singularities is called an orbifold del Pezzo surface. The collection of singularities of an orbifold del Pezzo
surface X is termed the extended basket of X and denoted by rBX . The extended basket of X has no
chance of being recovered from the Hilbert series alone because of deformation-invariance. Following
Kollár–Shepherd-Barron [KSB88], a cyclic quotient singularity is a T-singularity if it admits aQ-Gorenstein
smoothing. By the work of Akhtar–Kasprzyk [AK14], one can decompose any isolated cyclic quotient
singularity into a collection of T-singularities and a single residual singularity called the residue that cannot
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be smoothed any further. The collection of residues of singularities on X is called the basket of X and
denoted by BX . We will construct a subset of BX called a reduced basket for X, denotedRB. Subject to two
conjectures of combinatorial and number-theoretic nature - Conjectures 4.8 and 4.16 - the main results of
this paper are:
Theorem 1.1 (Theorem 5.12). Fix a power series Hptq P Nvtw. Either there are no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with
Hilbert series equal to Hptq, or
‚ a reduced basket for an orbifold del Pezzo surface with Hilbert series equal to Hptq is one of a finite number
of possibilities, which are determined by Hptq
‚ the extended basket of such an orbifold del Pezzo surface with basket RB is given by adding a number
controlled by RB and Hptq of singularities obtained from T-singularities to the singularities inRB.
It will be made precise below what ‘obtained from’ means and in what sense the number of additional
singularities is ‘controlled’ byRB and Hptq.
Theorem 1.2 (Theorem 5.17). For a given collection of residual singularities B there exist constants m ą 0 and
M ą 0 computable from and dependent only on B such that, for any orbifold del Pezzo surface X with BX “ B,
m ď K2X ď M
This second result produces interesting nonexistence results of the following form.
Corollary 1.3 (Corollary 5.16). There are no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series equal to
1` mt ` t2
p1´ tq3
when m ě 11. There are no toric del Pezzo surfaces with this Hilbert series when m ě 10.
Notice that the Hilbert series of a smooth del Pezzo surface is given by
1` mt ` t2
p1´ tq3
where m is the degree. Since the 10 smooth del Pezzo surfaces have degree at most K2
P2
“ 9 it is clear that
there are no smooth del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series as in the corollary. The content is that there are
also no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with such a Hilbert series.
In general the Hilbert series of an orbifold del Pezzo surface splits into two parts: an initial term, and a
‘total orbifold contribution’. Another application of these results is to bound the number of singularities
present on an orbifold del Pezzo surface with a given total orbifold contribution and a bound on its
Gorenstein index.
Corollary 1.4 (Corollary 5.15). Fix a total orbifold contribution Q P Qptq and a positive integer ℓ˚. There exists
a number NpQ , ℓ˚q dependent only on and computable from Q and ℓ˚ such that any orbifold del Pezzo surface with
total orbifold contribution Q and Gorenstein index bounded above by ℓ˚ has at most NpQ , ℓ˚q singularities.
An example of such a result is:
Corollary 1.5 (Example 5.14). Suppose X is an orbifold del Pezzo surface of Gorenstein index 5ℓ with total orbifold
contribution
2t ` t2 ` 2t3
5p1´ t5q
Then X has at most 65ℓ ` 17 singularities.
To conclude the introduction, we will briefly describe the context from which these results arose.
Residual singularities naturally become objects of interest in the formulation of mirror symmetry for Fano
varieties due to [CCGGK12]. Their mirror construction seeks to produce a possibly singular Fano variety
X as a deformation of a toric variety associated to a Landau-Ginzburgmodel. A Landau-Ginzburgmodel
is simply a Laurent polynomial viewed as a map f : pCˆqn Ñ C, and one can associate a toric variety X f
to f by taking the toric variety of the face fan of the Newton polytope of monomials in f . As X is intended
to be a deformation of X f , the singularities of X are related to the singularities of X f : this is where the
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context of T- and residual singularities enters in, which motivated the work of Akhtar–Kapsprzyk from
which the present work took its inspiration. For some recent progress in this vein of mirror symmetry,
see [ACCHKOPPT16].
The proof of the results within this paper will heavily rely on the combinatorial methods of toric
geometry because the singularities in question are locally toric. However the results very much apply to
nontoric varieties. The structure of the paper is as follows:
§2-3 Exposition of quotient (or orbifold) singularities and Riemann-Roch for orbifolds
§4 We study how quotient singularities combinatorially and geometrically decompose via two op-
erations - shattering and the hyperplane sum - and how these allow the problems at hand to be
simplified. The two conjectures that the results of the paper depend upon are stated.
§5 The main results of the paper are described and established with examples and applications.
In a related work [KW18] the techniques developed here are applied to the combinatorial problem of
studying lattice points inside rational polytopes.
Acknowledgements. Wewould like to thank Al Kasprzyk for his inspirational support and collaboration
throughout the project. We are also grateful to Alessio Corti, Mohammed Akhtar, Tom Coates, Bernd
Sturmfels, and Vivek Shende for many valuable conversations. This research was partially funded by a
grant from the London Mathematical Society.
2. Quotient singularities
In this section, we will review some of the theory of quotient or orbifold singularities. As a quotient
of affine space by an abelian group, the singularity 1r p1, aq is an affine toric variety. Our main reference
for toric geometry is [CLS11] whose notation we follow. Let N “ Z2 and M “ N_ :“ HomZpN,Zq be
the cocharacter and character lattices respectively of an algebraic 2-torus pkˆq2. In toric geometry, a cone
σ Ă NR :“ N bZ R whose rays are generated by lattice points in N describes an affine toric variety Xσ.
More generally, a collection of cones Σ satisfying natural compatibility conditions - usually called a fan -
produces a non-affine toric variety XΣ. The singularity
1
r p1, aq is the affine toric variety associated to the
cone
σr,a “ Conepe2 , re1 ´ ae2q Ă NR
The lattice height of such a cone - the lattice distance between the origin and the line segment joining the
two primitive ray generators of the cone; the edge of the cone - is called the local index of the cone and can
be calculated as in [AK16] to be
ℓσr,a “
r
hcfpr, a ` 1q
The width of a cone is the number of lattice line segments along the edge of the cone. Equivalently, it’s
one less than the number of lattice points along the edge, which can be computed to be
widthpσr,aq “ hcfpr, a ` 1q
We will often conflate a singularity and its corresponding cone in NR. Recall that an isolated cyclic
quotient singularity is a T-singularity if it is Q-Gorenstein smoothable. These were classified by Kollár
and Shepherd-Barron:
Lemma 2.1 ( [KSB88], Prop. 3.10). An isolated cyclic quotient singularity is a T-singularity if and only if it takes
the form
1
dn2
p1, dnc ´ 1q
for some c with hcfpn, cq “ 1.
Notice that the local index of a T-singularity written as in this classification is ℓσ “ n and that there are
dn lattice points lying along the edge of the cone. On the level of cones, a T-singularity thus looks like:
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‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
n
dn
Prosaically, the cone of a T-singularity has width a multiple of its height. A T-singularity of width
equal to local index - as thin as possible - is called an elementary T-singularity.
Crucial to the relevant formulation of mirror symmetry is the notion of polytope mutation developed
in [ACGK12]. This is a combinatorial procedure that produces from a polytope P, a ‘weight vector’ w P M,
and an appropriate choice of facet F Ă P another polytope µw ,FP whose toric variety is a deformation of
the toric variety associated to P. Applied locally to cones, it enables one to realise the smoothing of Kollár
and Shepherd-Barron for T-singularities as follows. The details of mutation can be found in [ACGK12]
§3.
Mutating the cone σdn2 ,dnc´1 for
1
dn2
p1, dnc ´ 1q in the facet given by the cone edge and with respect to
the weight vector given by the inward normal to the cone edge has the effect of removing a line segment
of length ℓσ “ n from the edge of σdn2 ,dnc´1.
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
n dn
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
n
pd ´ 1qn
n
The result is that σdn2 ,dnc´1 mutates to σpd´1qn2 ,pd´1qnc´1. Successive mutation reduces it to the empty
cone; in other words, the singularity is smoothed. The same procedure applies to a general singularity
1
r p1, aq yetmay not terminate in the empty cone. Indeed, bydefinition the only cones forwhich this process
will reduce to the empty cone are the T-singularities. Let σr,a be the cone for
1
r p1, aq and let its local index
be ℓ. In general, one will be able to remove subcones of the form σdℓ2 ,dℓc´1 from σr,a by mutation and
hence can deform to a cone with width equal to the residue of the width of σr,a; in particular, smaller than
ℓ. This cone is the residue respσr,aq of σr,a. A singularity is called residual if it is an isolated cyclic quotient
singularity with width less than its local index. In other words, no more line segments can be removed
from its edge by mutation.
Lemma 2.2. An isolated cyclic quotient singularity is a residual singularity if and only if it can be written in the
form
1
kℓ
p1, kc ´ 1q
where ℓ is the local index, 0 ă k ă ℓ, hcfpℓ, cq “ 1, and hcfpℓ, kc ´ 1q “ 1.
Proof. Let 1r p1, aq be a residual singularity of local index ℓ. Then, letting k “ hcfpr, a ` 1q, r “ kℓ and
a ` 1 “ kc for some c with hcfpℓ, cq “ 1. The final coprimality condition is necessary for the singularity to
be isolated. The width of 1r p1, aq is k and so the condition 0 ă k ă ℓ is equivalent to the singularity being
residual. 
The quantity c is called the slope of the singularity (or of the cone).
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3. Hilbert series
Recall that the [anticanonical] Hilbert series of a Fano variety X is defined to be
HilbXptq :“
ÿ
dě0
h0p´dKXqt
d
In [AK14], Ahktar–Kasprzyk use previous work of Reid in [R87] to produce the following formula for the
Hilbert series of an orbifold del Pezzo surface.
Lemma 3.1 ( [AK14], Cor. 3.5). Suppose X is an orbifold del Pezzo surface with basket B. Then
HilbXptq “
1` pK2X ´ 2qt ` t
2
p1´ tq3
`
ÿ
σPB
Qσ
where
Qσr,a “
1
1´ t r
rÿ
i“1
pδr,a ,pa`1qi ´ δr,a ,0qt
i´1
where δr,a ,i is a Dedekind sum defined as
δr,a ,i “
1
r
ÿ
ξPµrzt1u
ξ i
p1 ´ ξqp1 ´ ξaq
The sum ranges over the group µr of rth roots of unity except 1. Dedekind sums are intriguing
quantities much studied in number theory and combinatorics - for example, [Z73] and the survey [BR04] -
that frequently recur in studying the cohomology of toric varieties as in [P93]. Notice that each singularity
σ in B makes two contributions to the Hilbert series: a local contribution in the orbifold correction terms
Qσ and a global contribution to the degree. The latter is captured by...
Lemma 3.2 ( [AK14], Prop. 3.3). The degree of an orbifold del Pezzo surface with basket B is given by
K2X “ 12´ n ´
ÿ
σPB
Aσ
where n is the Euler number of the smooth locus of X, and
Aσr,a “ m ` 1´
mÿ
i“1
d2i bi ` 2
mÿ
i“1
di di`1
with rb1 , . . . , bms the Hirzebruch-Jung continued fraction expansion of
r
a`1 and di the discrepancy at the ith
component of the exceptional fibre of the minimal resolution of σr,a .
Example 3.3. A T-singularity τ of the form 1
dn2
p1, dnc ´ 1q has Aτ “ d and Qτ “ 0.
It is worth noting that these formulae are explicit enough to actually compute all the possible com-
binations of singularities that would produce a given power series. However, they allow no structural
description of this collection of possible baskets, which turns out to be very geometric.
4. Shattering and the hyperplane sum
Much of the present work is geared towards finding and investigating high amounts of structure in the
collection of quotient singularities, especially at a fixed local index. We introduce two inverse operations
- shattering and the hyperplane sum - that decompose or combine singularities of a fixed local index.
The singularities that are indecomposable with respect to these operations contain the cohomological
information of all quotient singularities and hence allow the problems considered here to be simplified.
4.1. Shattering. Suppose σ is a cone and that v is a primitive lattice point on the edge of σ. The fan
obtained by inserting a ray through v and hence dividing σ into two new cones is a crepant blowup Y
of Xσ. Recall that a map f : Y Ñ X of Gorenstein schemes is crepant if f
˚KX “ KY ; that is, it has no
discrepancy. In the toric situation above this occurs exactly when the ray generator v lies on the edge of
σ. This toric variety Y has two affine pieces corresponding to the two dimensional cones, which are each
cyclic quotient singularities. The local indices of these new singularities will be the same as the local index
of the original cone since v was primitive. This procedure can be repeated to produce a collection of cones
with edges lying along a common hyperplane. We call this operation shattering, and the cones obtained
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from σ by this process shards of σ. Below we show 19 p1, 2q shattering into two shards corresponding to the
singularities 16 p1, 1q and
1
3 p1, 1q.
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
‚
1
9 p1, 1q
1
6 p1, 1q
1
3 p1, 1q
Note that the blowup corresponding to the ray through the other lattice point in the interior of the cone
edge would not be crepant as this lattice point is not primitive.
4.2. The hyperplane sum.
Definition 4.1. The hyperplane sum of two cones σ1 “ Conepu, vq and σ2 “ Conepv , wqwith ray generators
clockwise ordered such that:
‚ the vectors v ´ u and w ´ v are parallel,
‚ both cones are of the same local index,
to be σ1 ˚ σ2 :“ Conepu, wq, which is the usual Minkowski sum when it is defined.
Equivalently σ1 and σ2 have hyperplane sumdefined to be σ1`σ2 onlywhen this cone also has the same
local index as σ1 and σ2. One can see that this process is inverse to shattering. Continuing the conflation
of cones and singularities, we will say that the hyperplane sum 1r p1, aq ˚
1
s p1, bq of two singularities is
defined if there are two cones σ1 and σ2 corresponding to the singularities that are as in Definition 4.1. In
this case, the hyperplane sum is defined to be the singularity corresponding to the resulting cone σ1 ˚ σ2.
Thus,
1
6
p1, 1q ˚
1
3
p1, 1q “
1
9
p1, 2q
Notice that this is well-defined as the singularity defined by a cone is unchanged by the action of GL2pZq
on N but that it is noncommutative: the hyperplane sum σ2˚σ1 in generalwon’t even be defined if σ1˚σ2 is.
Geometrically, the hyperplane sum is a crepant blowdown contracting the torus-invariant curve corre-
sponding to the ray through v. From this is follows that...
Lemma 4.2. (Additivity) Let σ1 ˚ ... ˚ σn “ σ. Then
Qσ1 ` ... ` Qσn “ Qσ and Aσ1 ` ... ` Aσn “ Aσ
Corollary 4.3. Let σ1 ˚ ... ˚ σn “ τ, a T-singularity. Then
Qσ1 ` ... ` Qσn “ 0 and Aσ1 ` ... ` Aσn “ Aτ “
widthpτq
ℓτ
Proof of Lemma 4.2. LetX be a toric del Pezzo surfacewhose fan contains the cone σ andwith all other cones
smooth. LetY be the toric variety associated to the fan that agreeswithX everywhere outside of σ and there
has σ replaced by σ1 , . . . , σn . The natural map f : Y Ñ X is given by n ´ 1 crepant blowups in torus-fixed
points according to the cones σ1, . . . , σn . Since f is surjective, h
0p´dKXq “ h
0p´dp f ˚KXqq “ h
0p´dKYq.
Thus the Hilbert series of X agrees with that of Y.
Note that K2X “ f
˚K2X “ K
2
Y
and so the initial term of HilbXptq and HilbYptq agree. Hence the orbifold
correction terms Qς satisfy
Qσ “
ÿ
ςPBX
Qς “
ÿ
ςPBY
Qς “
nÿ
i“1
Qσi
as desired. Suppose that there are m smooth cones in the fans of X and Y. The degree formula above
gives that
12´ m ´ Aσ “ K
2
X “ K
2
Y “ 12´ m ´
nÿ
i“1
Aσi
and so the degree correction terms also agree. The corollaries follow from the lemma combined with
Example 3.3. 
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In the sense of Corollary 4.3T-singularities are negligible from the perspective of orbifold contributions
to Hilbert series, though they still contribute to the degree. Say that a residual singularity σ is hyperplane
inverse (or just ‘inverse’ if the context is clear) to another residual singularity σ1 if the hyperplane sum
σ ˚ σ1 is defined and equal to an elementary T-singularity. By explicit calculation one finds that:
Lemma 4.4. The hyperplane inverse of σ : 1kn p1, kc ´ 1q is
σ´1 :
1
npn ´ kq
p1, pn ´ kqpn ´ cq ´ 1q.
Notice that pσ´1q´1 is isomorphic to σ. Let the ‘dual singularity’ 1r p1, aq :“
1
r p1, aq with aa ” 1mod r
and call a cyclic quotient singularity σ self-dual if σ “ σ. The effect of dualising a singularity reverses
its gluing behaviour in that two singularities σ and σ1 are hyperplane summable if and only if σ1 and σ
are. This follows as the element of GL2pZq taking σ to σ is orientation-reversing. The hyperplane sum is
thus not actually defined on isomorphism classes of quotient singularities, but requires a choice of root of
unity in addition.
4.3. Indecomposable singularities and maximal shatterings. Viewed on the level of cones, one can split
a given residual singularity into ‘indecomposable’ hyperplane summands: those that cannot be shattered
further. These are exactly the cones containing no primitive lattice points along the interior of their edge,
which are not necessarily of width 1.
Definition 4.5. A cyclic quotient singularity σ is indecomposable if a (or every) cone corresponding to it has
no primitive lattice points lying on the interior of its edge.
Note that an indecomposable singularity is in particular a residual singularity of local index at least
3. Define the residual quiver at local index ℓ to be the quiver with a vertex for every indecomposable
singularity (distinguishing dual singularities) of local index ℓ and with an arrow drawn between σ and
σ1 if and only if σ and σ1 are hyperplane summable. The following quiver is the result of applying the
construction in the case of local index 5.
1
5 p1, 1q
1
5 p1, 2q
1
10 p1, 1q
1
5 p1, 3q
Lemma 4.6. For given ℓ the residual quiver at local index ℓ is a cycle of length φpℓq, where φ is Euler’s totient
function. Moreover, there is exactly one indecomposable singularity of every slope c P pZ{ℓZqˆ.
Before proving this lemma, observe that for any two singularities σ1 and σ2, though they may not be
hyperplane summable, there will always be a unique singularity σg of smallest width such that σ1 ˚σg and
σg ˚ σ2 are well-defined. This is because, picking a cone for σ1, one can always move a cone representing
σ2 to have edge lying on the hyperplane given by the cone edge of σ1 by the action of GL2pZq. This cone
σg is called the gluing cone of σ1 and σ2.
Proof. If hcfpℓ, c ´ 1q “ 1 then the singularity of slope c and width 1 is indecomposable. Suppose
hcfpℓ, c´1q ­“ 1 but hcfpℓ, 2c´1q “ 1. Then the residual singularitywith slope c andwidth 2 contains only
non-primitive interior edge lattice points and so is also indecomposable. Continuing, if hcfpℓ, c ´ 1q ­“ 1
and hcfpℓ, 2c ´ 1q ­“ 1 but hcfpℓ, 3c ´ 1q “ 1 then the residual singularity with slope c and width 3 will be
indecomposable. For a given slope c one can pick w “ 2c´1 P Z{ℓZ as awidth for which hcfpℓ, wc´1q “ 1
since wc ” 1mod ℓ. Hence this process exhausts all c P pZ{ℓZqˆ. Clearly no other values of c are possible
and each level with fixed width excludes all previous levels, giving that the number of vertices of the
residual quiver is equal to the number of choices of c, which is φpℓq. There is a unique indecomposable
singularity that can be glued onto a given singularity by extending its cone edge. It follows that every
vertex is linked to exactly two others. This says that the quiver is a collection of cycles. However given
any two indecompables σ1 and σ2 there is a gluing cone joining them. Maximally shattering this gluing
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cone gives a path from σ1 to σ2 in the residual quiver; therefore the quiver is connected and so forms a
single cycle. 
4.4. Conjecture #1. In this section we will state the first conjecture that the main results of this paper will
depend upon. We will fix notation:
‚ Rℓ is the set of indecomposable singularities of local index ℓ
‚ Respℓq is the set of residual singularities of local index ℓ
‚ σ will denote a residual singularity of local index ℓ
From the general theory of Hilbert series for Gorenstein schemes - see, for example, [B63], [BRZ03],
or [MNZ08] - applied to this particular situation one can write
(‹) Qσ “
δ0 ` δ1t ` ... ` δℓ´1t
ℓ´1
ℓp1 ´ tℓq
for δi P Z. Define the δ-vector of σ to be δpσq :“ pδ0 , δ1 , ..., δℓ´1q. From Lemma 3.1
δi “ ℓpδr,a ,pa`1qpi`1q ´ δr,a ,0q
The δ-vector has the properties:
‚ δpσq is palindromic
‚ δ0 “ δℓ´1 “ 0.
Because of the second property, we will abbreviate the δ-vector to omit the first and last terms. For
example, the δ-vector of 15 p1, 1qwith
Q 1
5 p1,1q
“
t3 ´ 2t2 ` t
5p1´ t5q
is p1,´2, 1q. We now prove these two properties.
Proof. Suppose σ “ 1r p1, aqwith local index ℓ. We start by proving that Qσ can be written in the form p‹q.
It suffices that the numerator in the expression of Qσ in Lemma 3.1 with denominator 1 ´ t
r is divisible
by 1` tℓ ` t2ℓ ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` t r´ℓ, or equivalently that
δr,a ,pa`1qpℓ`iq “ δr,a ,pa`1qi
This follows immediately from noting that pa ` 1qℓ ” 0mod r and that the final argument of such a
Dedekind sum is well-defined modulo r. To prove the first property - that δℓ´1´i “ δi - observe that it
suffices that the first ℓ terms of the numerator of Qσ in the expression of Lemma 3.1 are palindromic, or
that
δr,a ,pa`1qpℓ´iq “ δr,a ,pa`1qpi`1q
Computing directly using the fact that pa ` 1qℓ ” 0mod r,
δr,a ,pa`1qpℓ´iq “
ÿ εpa`1qpℓ´iq
p1´ εqp1 ´ εaq
“
ÿ ε´pa`1qi
p1 ´ εqp1´ εaq
Multiplying by ε´pa`1q in numerator and denominator yields
ÿ ε´pa`1qpi`1q
ε´pa`1qp1´ εqp1´ εaq
“
ÿ ε´pa`1qpi`1q
pε´1 ´ 1qpε´a ´ 1q
“
ÿ εpa`1qpi`1q
p1 ´ εqp1´ εaq
“ δr,a ,pa`1qpi`1q
using the bĳection ε ÞÑ ε´1 on the rth roots of unity. The second property now follows from the equality
δr,a ,pa`1qℓ “ δr,a ,0
since pa ` 1qℓ ” 0mod r and so the pℓ ´ 1qth coefficient δℓ´1 “ δr,a ,pa`1qℓ ´ δr,a ,0 “ 0. 
Lemma 4.7. An isolated cyclic quotient singularity τ is a T-singularity if and only if Qτ “ 0.
Proof. The only if implication follows from Example 3.3. It suffices to show that every residual singu-
larity makes a nonzero contribution to the Hilbert series. This follows using the shattering in [AK14]
decomposing a cone into T-cones and a single residual cone. For the forward implication, let 1r p1, aq be
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a residual singularity and consider the weighted projective plane X “ Pp1, a, rq. This has three affine
pieces isomorphic to A2 , 1r p1, aq and
1
a p1, rq and thus its Hilbert series is
HilbXptq “
1` pK2X ´ 2qt ` t
2
p1´ tq3
` Qσ1 ` Qσ2
where σ1 :
1
r p1, aq and σ2 :
1
a p1, rq. Let these have local indices ℓ1 and ℓ2 - which are coprime - and write
δpσiq “ pδ
i
jq j“1,...,ℓi´2
One can compute the t-coefficient of the Hilbert series to be
(:) h0p´KXq “ 1` K
2
X `
δ1
1
ℓ1
`
δ2
1
ℓ2
As the dimension of a vector space, this must be an integer. Recall that the degree of X is p1` a ` rq2{ar,
which has the same fractional part as
(˚)
1` a
r
`
1` r
a
`
1` a ` r
ar
Consider the the residues of p˚qmod Z ¨ 1ℓ1 and Z ¨
1
ℓ2
. Suppose the residue of p˚qmod Z ¨ 1ℓ2 is zero. Then
1` a
r
`
1` a ` r
ar
” 0modZ ¨
1
ℓ2
as p1 ` rq{a has denominator ℓ2 in lowest terms. Combining fractions, this requires in particular that r
divides p1 ` aq2 as r is coprime to ℓ2. Let k be the width of σ1 so that r “ kℓ1 and 1 ` a “ kc for some c
coprime to ℓ1. For kℓ1 to divide k
2c2 one must have that ℓ1 divides k, but this is contrary to the definition
of residual singularity. It follows that both residues are nonzero and so, for p:q to be an integer, δ1
1
and δ2
1
must be nonzero. 
This proof actually shows that the first coefficient of the δ-vector of a residual singularity is nonzero.
Notice that this argument would fail for a T-singularity where, by definition, the local index ℓ1 divides
the width k.
Given a semigroup S and a set R, let the formal semigroup consisting of S-linear combinations of
elements of R be denoted by SxRy. If S “ Z this is just the formal lattice generated by R. Define the
δ-lattice for local index ℓ to be the sublattice
∆pℓq :“ Zxδpσq : σ P Respℓqy Ă Zℓ´2
generated by all the δ-vectors of residual singularities (equivalently, indecomposable singularities) of local
index ℓ.
Given a list of residuals T “ pσ1 , . . . , σnq there is a unique expression pσ
1
1 , . . . , σ
m1
1 , . . . , σ
1
n , . . . , σ
mn
n q
where σ
j
i
P Rℓ and σ
1
i
˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ σmi
i
“ σi . This tuple is the maximal shattering of T denoted by ρpT q.
Combinatorially the cones corresponding to each σi have been shattered asmuch as possible to decompose
into a hyperplane sum in terms of Rℓ . Note that by definition of Rℓ this is maximal exactly in this sense.
Of course ÿ
i
Qσi “
ÿ
i , j
Q
σ
j
i
and
ÿ
i
Aσi “
ÿ
i , j
A
σ
j
i
by the additivity in Lemma 4.2. From the characterisation in terms of non-primitive lattice points, the
maximal shattering of any singularity is unique. After being linearly extended ρ defines a surjective
monoid homomorphism NrRespℓqs Ñ NrRℓs which is left-inverse to the inclusion NrRℓs Ñ NrRespℓqs.
Consider the map rΦℓ completing the diagram
NrRespℓqs
Φℓ
%%
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
ρ

NrRℓs rΦℓ
// ∆pℓq
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where ∆pℓq is the lattice of δ-vectors of orbifold contributions of local index ℓ as above. rΦℓ exists and
is unique since, geometrically, ρ applies a collection of crepant blowups that preserve the orbifold con-
tributions Qσ and hence their δ-vectors. We make use of semigroups of the form NxRy to record the
(nonnegative) quantities of each singularity inside a basket. These maps all extend to lattice homomor-
phisms
Φ
Z
ℓ : ZxRespℓqy Ñ ∆pℓq,
rΦZℓ : ZxRℓy Ñ ∆pℓq, ρZ : ZxRespℓqy Ñ ZxRℓy
With the objective of studying relations between orbifold contributions we assume the following conjec-
ture, which has been verified up to local index 34 in Sage. It has echoes of the 12φprq in [R87] §5.9 as well
as of many other results across the study of Dedekind sums. The reader can add the caviate ℓ ď 34 on
any subsequent results making use of this conjecture.
Conjecture 4.8. rank∆pℓq “ 12φpℓq.
4.5. Cancelling tuples. Note that any collection of singularities in the kernel of Φℓ contributes zero in
orbifold correction terms to the Hilbert series.
Definition 4.9. A cancelling tuple is a finite collectionof residual singularities σ1 , ..., σn such that
řn
i“1 Qσi “
0.
Equivalently,
řn
i“1 σi P kerΦℓ . If σ1 , ..., σn is a cancelling tuple then ρpσ1q, ..., ρpσn q is also a cancelling
tuple. Hence
řn
i“1 ρpσiq P ker
rΦℓ . A cancelling tuple can be decomposed nonuniquely into minimal
cancelling tuples: cancelling tuples that contain no smaller cancelling tuples.
Lemma 4.10. An elementary T-singularity of local index ℓ is composed of exactly one of every indecomposable at
local index ℓ glued in the cyclic order prescribed by the residual quiver. Hence, distinguishing dual singularities,
there are exactly φpℓq T-singularities at local index ℓ parameterised by choosing a starting point in the residual
quiver.
Proof. Write τ “ σ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ σm with each σi an indecomposable singularity. Since a T-singularity can be
glued to itself by mutation, σm must be the indecomposable singularity immediately preceding σ1 in the
residual quiver. Thus, since one must follow the cycle around the quiver in order to glue indecomposable
singularities, τ is a circuit of the quiver beginning at σ1 and ending at the previous vertex σm . Suppose
σ1 appears again as one of the σi for i ą 1. Then τ “ pσ1 ˚ ... ˚ σmq ˚ pσ1 ˚ ... ˚ σmq ˚ ... ˚ pσ1 ˚ ... ˚ σmq so
that the cycle can end with σm . Suppose there are p cycles of the residual quiver in this decomposition of
τ. The cone σ1 ˚ ... ˚ σm has p
řm
i“1 Qσi “ Qτ “ 0 and so
řm
i“1 Qσi “ 0. Thus by Lemma 4.7 σ1 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ σm is
also a T-singularity. This contradicts the fact that τ is an elementary T-singularity unless there is only a
single circuit of the quiver. 
Corollary 4.11. The widths of all indecomposable singularities of local index ℓ sum to ℓ.
Let σ1 , ..., σn be the indecomposable singularities of local index ℓ listed in cyclic order according to the
residual quiver. From the lemma above Φℓp
řn
i“1 σiq “ 0 and so σ1 , ..., σn form a cancelling tuple. This
arises from maximally shattering an elementary T-cone. Hence, rankker rΦZ
ℓ
ě 1 as there is at least one
cancelling tuple of every local index, which is formed of indecomposable singularities. The objective of
the rest of this section is to prove, assuming the conjecture on the rank of ∆pℓq, that:
Lemma 4.12. All of the minimal cancelling tuples consisting of singularities of local index ℓ arise from shattering
a T-cone in some way.
Clearly shattering a T-cone does produce a cancelling tuple, however the converse is more subtle.
rΦℓ surjects onto the δ-lattice ∆pℓq – Z 12 φpℓq as Φℓ does and so rank rΦZℓ “ 12φpℓq. We can identify
isomorphic singularities in Rℓ : this has the effect of conflating the singularities σ and σ¯. These two
singularities have the same orbifold contribution and so rΦℓ passes to the quotient to give a surjectionrΦZ
ℓ
: ZxRℓ{–y Ñ ∆pℓq. The rank of ZxR{–y is φpℓq ´
1
2Spℓq where Spℓq is the number of non-self dual
residuals of local index ℓ contained in the generating setRℓ , which is seen by noting that one of each pair
σ, σ¯ of non-self dual residuals are exactly those that are removed by quotienting out by isomorphism.
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To prove Lemma 4.12 it suffices that rankker rΦZ
ℓ
“ 1 since, as seen, there is already a cancelling tuple
obtained from cycling around the residual quiver and so if the kernel of rΦZ
ℓ
is cyclic then this special
cancelling tuple must generate it. This follows because the coordinate vector of this cancelling tuple in the
standard basis of ZxRℓ{–y is primitive as it contains a 1 as an entry corresponding to the single occurence
of the self-dual indecomposable singularity 1ℓ p1, 1qwhen ℓ is odd or
1
2ℓ p1, 1qwhen ℓ is even. Rank-nullity
then informs us that Lemma 4.12 is equivalent to
Spℓq “ φpℓq ´ 2
or, equivalently, that there are exactly two self-dual singularities contained inRℓ for any ℓ.
A self-dual residual of width w and slope c is one for which pwc ´ 1q2 ” 1mod ℓw or, equivalently,
wc ” 2mod ℓ. Suppose ℓ is odd. There is then exactly one self-dual residual of width 1 and 2 given by the
equation w “ 2c¯ as 2 is invertible modulo ℓ. If ℓ is even then at width w “ 2 one can solve for invertible c
obtaining c “ 1. Indeed c ” 1mod ℓ is needed but this satisfies the coprimality conditions.
Lemma 4.13. There are at most two self-dual indecomposables at any local index.
Proof. Consider the residual quiver Qpℓq for local index ℓ, which is a φpℓq-cycle. It carries an involution
given by ι : σ ÞÑ σ¯ which reverses the direction of the arrows. ι hence fixes at most 2 vertices, which
correspond to self-dual indecomposables by definition. 
There are actually exactly two self-dual residuals at every local index; explicitly these are$’’’’&
’’’’%
1
ℓ p1, 1q,
1
2ℓ p1, 1q if ℓ is odd,
1
2ℓ p1, 1q,
1
2ℓ p1, ℓ ` 1q if ℓ ” 0, 4mod8,
1
2ℓ p1, 1q,
1
4ℓ p1, ℓ ` 1q if ℓ ” 2mod8,
1
2ℓ p1, 1q,
1
4ℓ p1, 3ℓ ` 1q if ℓ ” 6mod8.
as can be verified by some modular arithmetic. This proves Lemma 4.12 subject to Conjecture 4.8.
Corollary 4.14. One can order the generating set Rℓ{– of ZxRℓ{–y such that in those coordinates ker rΦZℓ “
Z ¨ p1, 2, ..., 2, 1qwhere the ones correspond to the two self-dual indecomposables and the twos identify the 12φpℓq´1
non-self dual pairs.
It also follows that the residual quiver always takes the form
σ1
sd
σ1
...
σm
σ2
sd
σ¯m
...
σ¯1
where the σi
sd
are the two self-dual indecomposables, and the σi , σ¯i are the non-self dual pairs of
indecomposables; so m “ 12φpℓq ´ 1. Observe that if one maximally shatters a non-elementary T-cone τ
then one must obtain a non-minimal cancelling tuple: the result will consist of a minimal cancelling tuple
for each elementary T-cone inside τ. Because the degree contribution Aτ of a T-singularity τ is equal to
its width divided by its local index, it follows that:
Corollary 4.15. If
ř
Qσi “ 0 then
ř
Aσi P N and the second sum is zero iff the list of σis is empty.
4.6. Conjecture #2. Another natural question is whether or not minimal cancelling tuples can involve
singularities of different local indices. This is unresolved but serves to sharpen later results and so is
stated as a conjecture.
Conjecture 4.16. Suppose
řn
i“1 Qσi “ 0. Then ℓσi “ ℓσ j for all i, j.
Remark 4.17. Let CQSpℓq be the set of cyclic quotient singularities of local index ℓ and consider the map
ρ : CQSpℓq Ñ NrRℓs Ñ NrRℓ{–s. This is a surjection onto a free semigroup of rank
1
2φpℓq ` 1. The T-
singularities forma raygiven in coordinates as above byN¨p1, 2, ..., 2, 1qwithin this semigroup that exactly
consists of theQ-Gorenstein smoothable singularities. We are curious about any analogous combinatorics
in higher dimensions, which may lead to or confirm a suitable definition of ‘residual singularity’ there.
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5. Recovering baskets from Hilbert series
5.1. Decomposing baskets. We will start by decomposing a basket of singularities into two pieces - one
containing only cancelling tuples, and one that is actually detectable by the Hilbert series.
Definition 5.1. Let X be an orbifold del Pezzo surface with basket BX .
‚ An invisible basket in BX is a subset IB Ă BX such that
ř
σPIB Qσ “ 0 and that no nonempty
subcollectionH ­“ T Ă BzIB has that
ř
σPT Qσ “ 0.
‚ The collection BXzIB is called the reduced basket for IB in BX . It will be denoted byRB.
Equivalently, call a multiset S of singularities invisible if
ř
σPS Qσ “ 0. An invisible basket for X is a
maximal invisible submultiset IB Ă BX .
Definition 5.2. Let B be a multiset of singularities. Set Bpℓq :“ tσ P B : ℓσ “ ℓu to be the ℓth piece of B.
Define RBpℓq and IBpℓq similarly.
The orbifold correction terms of a Hilbert series provide data only on the level of a reduced basket as
an invisible basket is by definition invisible to it. The extent to which a series determines a reduced basket
is discussed below. Conjecture 4.16 implies the following:
Suppose X is an orbifold del Pezzo surface with basket B featuring singularities of local indices
ℓ1 , .., ℓN . Then the decomposition
HilbXptq “
1` pK2
X
´ 2qt ` t2
p1´ tq3
`
ÿ
σPBpℓ1q
Qσ ` ... `
ÿ
σPBpℓNq
Qσ
is unique in that it corresponds to grouping terms with a common denominator of the form 1´ tℓi .
Consequently, write QBpℓq :“
ř
σPBpℓq Qσ for the ℓth part of the decomposition of the orbifold contri-
bution from B. An easy fact independent of this conjecture is that the initial term can be identified from
the Hilbert series as a whole as the only part with a triple pole at 1. Note that the order of vanishing at 1
cannot be diminished by the numerator since K2
X
ą 0 implies that 1 ` pK2
X
´ 2qt ` t2 cannot have 1 as a
root.
Corollary 5.3. The degree of an orbifold del Pezzo surface is determined by its Hilbert series.
5.2. Convex geometry and reduced baskets. We situate the problem of computing the possible reduced
baskets for an orbifold del Pezzo surface with a given Hilbert series or total orbifold contribution in the
setting of convex geometry where it is most easily visualised. This will be accompanied by an example
for local index 5. Recall that Respℓq is the set of indecomposable singularities of local index ℓ.
Denote by Res`pℓq a choice of one residual singularity of each hyperplane inverse pair tσ, σ´1u. There
is a map
ϕ : ZxRes`pℓqy Ñ NxRespℓqy
given by interpreting interpreting a linear combination v1σ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` vrσr P ZxRes
`pℓqy as a basket of
singularities by taking vi-copies of σi if vi ě 0 or p´viq copies of σ
´1
i
if vi ă 0. Observe that by
construction the image of ϕ consists of all baskets containing no cancelling pairs and hence it must
contain every possibility for a reduced basket. Composing with the map Φℓ to ∆pℓq gives the linear map
Φ
`
ℓ
: ZxRes`pℓqy Ñ ∆pℓq associating to σ the δ-vector of its orbifold contribution Qσ. Note that this is
well-defined as Qσ´1 “ ´Qσ. The elements of kerΦ
`
ℓ
correspond to cancelling m-tuples with m ą 2.
Example 5.4. At local index 5 there are eight residual singularities falling into the following inverse pairs:
t
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
20
p1, 11qu, t
1
5
p1, 2q,
1
20
p1, 3qu, t
1
10
p1, 1q,
1
15
p1, 11qu, t
1
10
p1, 3q,
1
15
p1, 2qu
Making the choice
Res`p5q “ tσ1 “
1
5
p1, 1q, σ2 “
1
20
p1, 3q, σ3 “
1
10
p1, 1q, σ4 “
1
15
p1, 2qu
gives orbifold contributions with δ-vectors
q1 “ p1,´2, 1q, q2 “ p2, 1, 2q, q3 “ p3, 4, 3q, q4 “ p1, 3, 1q
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Their span is a two dimensional lattice since q1 ` q4 “ q2 and q1 ` 2q4 “ q3. These relations define the
cancelling tuples
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
5
p1, 2q,
1
15
p1, 2q and
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
15
p1, 11q,
1
15
p1, 2q,
1
15
p1, 2q.
Now suppose that δ P ∆pℓq is the δ-vector of some rational function
Q “
δ1t ` δ2t
2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` δℓ´2t
ℓ´2
ℓp1 ´ tℓq
that could be the total orbifold contribution of some basket B of singularities of local index ℓ. Suppose
B0 P ZxRes
`pℓqy satisfies
Φ
`
ℓ
pB0q “ δ
That is, it is a particular solution to the problem of finding a basket producing the given total orbifold
contribution. By definition, any other basket with this property will differ as an element of ZxRes`pℓqy by
a cancelling tuple or, equivalently, an element of kerΦ`
ℓ
.
Example 5.5. Consider the orbifold contribution
Q “
2t3 ` t2 ` 2t
5p1´ t5q
with δ-vector p2, 1, 2q. A particular basket producing this orbifold contribution is
B0 “ t
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
15
p1, 2qu
corresponding to the vector p1, 0, 0, 1q P Z4 in the coordinates of Example 5.4. The set of baskets containing
no cancelling pairs with this total orbifold contribution is, in coordinates,
B0 ` kerΦ
`
ℓ
“ tp1` λ ` µ,´λ,´µ, 1` λ ` 2µq : λ, µ P Zu
In order to find all of the reduced baskets - those not containing any cancelling tuples - that produce a
given total orbifold contribution, one must exclude all baskets containing cancelling tuples. To this end,
define the signature of a vector v P Zn to be
sgnpvq :“ psgnpv1q, . . . , sgnpvnqq
where sgn is the usual sign function satisfying sgnp0q “ 0. Define
Lv :“
à
vi ­“0
N ¨ sgnpviqei ‘
à
vi“0
Z ¨ ei and Spvq :“ v ` Lv
A vector u P Zn is said to feature in another vector v P Zn if u P Spvq. Note that Spvq is a smooth
affine rational polyhedral cone. Inside the lattice ZxRes`pℓqy using as coordinates the distinguished basis
Res`pℓq, the cone Spvq consists of the baskets containing v since allowing no sign changes corresponds to
the property that no singularities appearing in v can be removed in moving to a basket found in Spvq.
If v is a cancelling tuple, no reduced baskets can lie in Spvq as all baskets there will all contain the
cancelling tuple v. In particular, there can only be finitely many solutions along any affine ray of the form
tu ` λv : λ ě 0u parallel to kerΦ`
ℓ
, since eventually the cancelling tuple v P kerΦ`
ℓ
will feature in u ` λv
for λ " 0. This shows...
Lemma 5.6. There only finitely many reduced baskets along each affine ray parallel to kerΦ`
ℓ
.
Working with a given δ-vector δ P ∆pℓq and particular choice of basket B0 whose total orbifold contri-
bution has this δ-vector, this means that the reduced baskets producing this total orbifold contribution
bĳectwith lattice points in the complement of the union as v ranges over all cancelling tuples of the convex
rational polyhedra
Kv ,δ :“ Spvq X pB0 ` kerΦ
`
ℓ
q “ Spvq X pΦ`
ℓ
q´1pδq
inside B0`kerΦ
`
ℓ
. More concisely, the reduced baskets producing an orbifold contribution with δ-vector
δ bĳect with lattice points inside
pΦ`
ℓ
q´1pδqz
ď
vPkerΦ`
ℓ
Kv ,δ
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Example 5.7. Returning to Example 5.5 and the δ-vector p2, 1, 2q P ∆p5q, since kerΦ`
ℓ
– Z2 one can sketch
the intersection Kv ,δ of the cones Spvq with B0 ` kerΦ
`
ℓ
. Here some of the resulting polyhedra Kv ,δ are
drawn, enough for the purposes at hand.
‚
‚ ‚
‚
˚
˚
˚
˚
˚
In this example the polyhedra Kv ,δ exclude a cobounded set and so there is only a finite number of
possible reduced baskets for the δ-vector p2, 1, 2q. That is, there are only finitely many reduced baskets
giving rise to the given orbifold contribution. They can be seen from this to be
p1, 0, 0, 1q p1,´1, 1, 0q p0, 0, 1,´1q p0, 1, 0, 0q
or
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
15
p1, 2q;
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
5
p1, 1q,
1
5
p1, 2q,
1
10
p1, 1q;
1
10
p1, 1q,
1
10
p1, 3q;
1
20
p1, 3q.
They all have total degree contribution
ř
σPRB Aσ “ ´8{5.
5.3. Proof ofmain result. We return to the situation of general but fixed local index ℓ in order to generalise
the phenomena found in the example above. We apply Conjecture 4.8 to show that there are only a finite
number of choices for reduced basket given a particular total orbifold contribution.
Theorem 5.8. There are only finitely many reduced baskets for a given total orbifold contribution.
Proof. From previous discussion around Conjecture 4.16 it suffices that we consider the case of a single
local index ℓ. Recall the maximal shattering map ρ : NxRespℓqy Ñ NxRℓy. Let v be the image of an el-
ementaryT-singularity under ρ. As seen previously, in special coordinates this is the vector p1, 2, . . . , 2, 1q.
Suppose that B and B1 are two baskets with the same total orbifold contribution. Then, subject to
Conjecture 4.8, their maximal shatterings ρpBq and ρpB1q must differ by a vector of the form λ ¨ v in
coordinates as above. Notice also that there are only finitely many baskets B P NxRespℓqy with a given
maximal shattering ρpBq “ T as there are only finitely many ways to glue together the finite number of
singularities in T . Hence, if for any given T P NxRℓy there is some λ " 0 such that any B P NxRespℓqy
with ρpBq “ T ` λ ¨ v contains a cancelling tuple, then the result would be shown. The reduced baskets
with the total orbifold contribution for T would then correspond to the preimages under ρ of T ` µ ¨ v
with 0 ď µ ă λ and that contain no cancelling tuples.
This statement is equivalent to the following, which we will actually prove: for each T P NxRℓy and
for each N P N there is λ " 0 such that every B P NxRespℓqy with ρpBq “ T ` λ ¨ v contains at least N
cancelling tuples.
We proceed by induction on |T | “ n. If n “ 0, then one can construct arbitrarily many cancelling
tuples inside baskets whose maximal shattering is of the form λ ¨ v as follows. Since the indecomposable
singularities in a maximal shattering of the form λ ¨ v coalesce to form a T-singularity τ of width λ, a
basket B of size p with this maximal shattering corresponds to a choice of p ´ 1 lattice points on the edge
of τ, for which the corresponding crepant blowups produce the singularities in B. These lattice points
must be width less than ℓ apart in order for the corresponding singularities to be residual. Notice that
p ´ 1 ě λ as one has to choose a lattice point inside each of the elementary T-singularities constituting
τ. If λ “ ℓ ` 1 then at least two of the lattice points must differ by a cone of width a multiple of ℓ, which
is hence a T-singularity. The cones subtended by the lattice points between these two lattice points thus
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form a cancelling tuple. Repeating the process starting from the end of this T-singularity, one can produce
N cancelling tuples by setting λ “ Npℓ ` 1q.
Suppose the statement is true for all T of size n ´ 1. Let T have size n and choose σ0 P T . Then
T0 “ T ztσ0u has size n ´ 1 and so there is λ such that every B with ρpBq “ T0 ` λ ¨ v contains at least
N ` 1 cancelling tuples. By adding the single singularity σ0 back in to such a basket B, one can reduce
the number of cancelling tuples at most by 1. Thus, this same λ has the property that every B with
ρpBq “ T ` λ ¨ v contains at least N cancelling tuples. 
Using the recursion for λ from the induction, one obtains...
Corollary 5.9. For a collection of indecomposable singularities T of size n, every basket B with maximal shattering
ρpBq “ T ` λ ¨ v contains at least N cancelling tuples when λ ě pN ´ nqpℓ ` 1q.
Though the proof above relies on Conjecture 4.8, it seems plausible that there is a direct convex
geometric proof bypassing this dependency, the most general form of which could look like the following.
Recall that an affine ray is a subset of Rn of the form tu ` λv : λ ě 0u for some u, v P Rn and for some
λ0 P Rě0. It is rational if u and v can be chosen to be lattice points.
Conjecture 5.10. Suppose K “
ŤN
i“1 Ki Ă R
n is the union of finitely many affine convex rational polyhedra
and suppose that RnzK contains infinitely many lattice points. Then RnzK contains an affine rational ray.
In combination with Lemma 5.6, by choosing Ki appropriately amongst the Kv ,δ one obtains the same
result but independently of Conjecture 4.8. The pertinent set
RBodpℓ, δq :“ pΦ`
ℓ
q´1pδqz
ď
vPkerΦ`
ℓ
Kv ,δ
is then a bounded subset of ZxRes`pℓqy whose lattice points correspond to the finite number of reduced
baskets whose total orbifold contribution has δ-vector δ. We call this subset the reduced body for the given
total orbifold contribution.
Define the width of a collection of singularities to be the sum of the widths of the singularities. If the
collection arises from shattering a T-singularity τ then its width equals the width of τ, which is also
related to its total contribution to the degree via Corollary 4.3.
As noted in Corollary 5.3 the degree of an orbifold del Pezzo surface X can be read off from its Hilbert
series. It has a decomposition
K2X “ 12´ pRK
2
Xpℓ1q ` ... `RK
2pℓN q ` IK
2q
where RK2pℓq :“
ř
σPRBpℓq Aσ is the degree contribution from the ℓth piece of the reduced basket and
IK2 is the (nonnegative integral) contribution from the extended invisible basket
xIB :“ IB Y tT-singularities on Xu
with
IK
2 “
ÿ
σPyIB
Aσ “
ÿ
σPyIB
widthpσq
ℓσ
from Corollary 4.3. Notice that the Euler number term from Lemma 3.2 is accounted for in IK2X by
including the T-singularities. Knowing a reduced basket for X then prescribes the degree contribution of
the corresponding invisible basket. Notice that the definitions of these quantities only rely on the basket
of singularities on X with a choice of invisible/reduced basket and so it makes sense to speak of each of
them as associated to just a basket with a choice of invisible/reduced basket.
Example 5.11. For the total orbifold contribution from Example 5.7 with δ-vector p2, 1, 2q P ∆p5q the four
possible reduced baskets all have RK2 “ ´8{5. Suppose one fixes a Hilbert series Hptq with this total
orbifold contribution fromwhich one can read the degree K2. Any invisible basket must have total degree
contribution IK2 “ 12 ´ RK2 ´ K2
X
“ 685 ´ K
2
X
, which is indeed integral since K2
X
” 35 modZ for any
surface with this Hilbert series.
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We now collect the results of the paper subject to Conjectures 4.8 and 4.16, and established by the
results and discussion of the last two sections.
Theorem 5.12. Fix a power series Hptq P Nvtw. Either there are no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series
equal to Hptq, or
‚ the reduced basket of an orbifold del Pezzo surface with Hilbert series equal to Hptq is one of a finite number
of possibilities, which are determined by the orbifold correction part of Hptq and in bĳection with the lattice
points of the associated reduced body.
‚ the basket of such an orbifold del Pezzo surface with reduced basketRB is given by adding to the singularities
inRB a collection of cancelling tuples - which are obtained by shattering T-singularities - whose total degree
contribution is determined by RB and Hptq.
Example 5.13. For the total orbifold contribution
8t3 ´ t2 ` 8t
5p1´ t5q
there are 18 possible reduced baskets which all lie in the affine plane p5, 0, 0, 3q`kerΦ. Unlike in Example
5.7, the reduced body contains multiple lattice points along a single ray: p5, 0, 0, 3q` λp1, 0,´1, 2q, which
have differing degree contributions. This shows that, in general, the total degree contribution from the
reduced basket depends on more than simply the orbifold contribution.
To discuss an application of this result, recall that the Gorenstein index ℓX of a Fano variety X is the
smallest positive integer m such that mKX is Cartier. For orbifold del Pezzo surfaces, this is the lowest
common multiple of the local indices of all the singularities on X.
Example 5.14. Returning to the total orbifold contribution of Example 5.11 with δ-vector p2, 1, 2q P ∆p5q
it follows from the above that a basket for an orbifold del Pezzo surface X of Gorenstein index 5 with this
orbifold contribution can contain at most 82 singularities: 4 at most from a reduced basket and then at
most 5`1 “ 6 in a minimal cancelling tuple from the discussion of the n “ 0 case in the proof of Theorem
5.8, of which there can be at most 13 “ t 685 u from the Fano condition K
2
X ą 0. If X is allowed to have
Gorenstein index 5ℓ then imitating this calculation yields that the number of singularities on X can be at
most
4` 13p5ℓ ` 1q “ 65ℓ ` 17
This example generalises easily using Theorem 5.12 to the following corollary.
Corollary 5.15. Fix a total orbifold contribution Q P Qptq and a positive integer ℓ˚. There exists a number
NpQ , ℓ˚q dependent only on and computable from Q and ℓ˚ such that any orbifold del Pezzo surface with total
orbifold contribution Q and Gorenstein index bounded above by ℓ˚ has at most NpQ , ℓ˚q singularities.
As in the example, it is straightforward to compute NpQ , ℓ˚q using the proof of Theorem 5.8 once the
reduced bodies for the ℓth pieces of Q have been found.
5.4. Degree bounds. Let Hptq P Nvtw. If Hptq is the Hilbert series of an orbifold del Pezzo surface X,
then X must have degree given by the formula in Lemma 3.1. Denote this number by K2
H
. As seen in the
previous section, choosing a reduced basket to capture the total orbifold contribution of Hptq enforces a
choice of what the degree contribution of a corresponding invisible basket is.
More precisely, for a choice of reduced basketRB and invisible basket IB one requires
K2H “ 12´RK
2 ´
ÿ
σPyIB
widthpσq
ℓσ
where RK2 :“
ř
σPRB Aσ. Since the last term is nonnegative, one must have K
2
H `RK
2 ď 12. There are
three cases:
‚ if K2
H
`RK2 ă 12 then there are infinitely many possibilities for the extended invisible basket of
an orbifold del Pezzo surface with Hilbert series Hptq
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‚ if K2H ` RK
2 “ 12, then there is only one possible extended invisible basket for an orbifold del
Pezzo surface with Hilbert series Hptq containing RB, which is the empty set since there is no
more flexibility in the degree allowing one to add T-singularities or cancelling tuples
‚ If K2H ` RK
2 ą 12 then there are no possible extended invisible baskets for orbifold del Pezzo
surfaces surfaces with Hilbert series Hptq.
Testing across all reduced baskets gives the following non-existence result.
Corollary 5.16. With notation as above, if K2H `RK
2 ą 12 for all reduced baskets associated to Hptq then there
are no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series Hptq.
For example there are no orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series
1` mt ` t2
p1´ tq3
, m ě 11
since the only reduced basket for this power series is the empty set with RK2 “ 0 and so K2H ` RK
2 “
m ` 2 ą 12. Observe that in addition there are no toric orbifold del Pezzo surfaces with Hilbert series
1` 10t ` t2
p1´ tq3
since a projective toric surface has at least three (possibly smooth) affine pieces or singularities corre-
sponding to the faces of its polygon and so must feature at least one cancelling tuple.
In general, as there are only finitely many reduced baskets for a given total orbifold contribution, the
discussion above along with the Fano condition K2X ą 0 show how to produce bounds on the degree of
any orbifold del Pezzo surface with that total orbifold contribution.
Theorem 5.17. For a given collection of residual singularities B there exist constants m ą 0 and M ą 0 dependent
only on and computable from B such that, for any orbifold del Pezzo surface X with BX “ B,
m ď K2X ď M
5.5. Adifferentperspective. Broadly speaking, the approach takenso far in thispaperhasbeendeformation-
theoretic: we have sought to classify the possible collections of singularities that could correspond to
baskets of singularities (which are by construction deformation classes of singularities) on an orbifold
del Pezzo surface with a given Hilbert series. An alternative perspective one could take is to allow not
just deformations but also crepant blowups. From this perspective, residual singularities are replaced by
indecomposable singularities as the appropriate notion of ‘rigid’ singularities.
To briefly explore this perspective, define two invariants ΨℓpXq and rΨℓpXq of an orbifold del Pezzo
surface X by
ΨℓpXq :“ ρpBXpℓqq P NxRℓy and rΨℓpXq :“ ρp rBXpℓqq P NxRℓy
That is, ΨℓpXq is the collection of indecomposable singularities obtained by maximally shattering all the
residues of singularities of local index ℓ on X, and rΨℓpXq is the collection of indecomposable singularities
obtained bymaximally shattering all singularities on X. The former allows both deformations and crepant
blowups to be taken; the latter allows no deformation, for example, it recognises the T-singularities on X.
In this language, Theorem 5.12 becomes the following.
Theorem 5.18. Fix a power series Hptq P Nvtw. There exists an affine ray ̺Hptq Ă NxRℓy such that any orbifold
del Pezzo surface X with Hilbert series Hptq has the property thatΨℓpXq lies on ̺Hptq. Moreover the slope of ̺Hptq
is independent of Hptq and corresponds to a maximally shattered elementary T-singularity of local index ℓ. The
same is true for rΨℓpXq with the same ray ̺Hptq (possibly truncated).
The theorem also holds if the Hilbert series Hptq is replaced by a total orbifold contribution Q P Qptq.
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